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EVOO PREMIUM CATALOGUE
A D E O LI V A

A DE O LI V A

TURN IT HEALTHY INTO TASTY



DOMINUS 
MONVA

Premium Most awarded
Early Harvest

Picual Variety

500 ml Glass

6 Units per Box

PICUAL VARIETY EARLY HARVEST

LOCATION

AWARDS

An excellent oil for sautéing
vegetables, medium-cooked stews,
dressing salads with fruity touches
and grilled blue fish. Always
maintaining the flavor of the main
ingredient, unifying the other
elements of the cooking and
therefore, enhancing them.

Smooth entry in the mouth, with
fresh, light and elegant registers with
a great presence of aromatic plants
combined with nuts. It is an EVOO
with herbaceous nuances
characterized by spring notes, which
impregnate your palate with an
intense fruity flavor with a deep
almondy touch.

Production of extra virgin olive oil
since 1972. Its farmhouse and
cooperative is located in the foothills
of the natural landscape of Sierra
Mágina (Jaén) with an extension of
more than 650 Hectares.

Gold Medal, Int. London Olive Oil
Competition. old Meda, Int. New York
Olive Oil Competition. old Meda,
Internacional Olive Japan
Competition. Gold Medal, Berlin
Global Olive Oil Int. competition. Gold
Medal, Athena Grecia Int. competition.
Silver Medal, Zurich Olive Oil Awards
Int. competition, etc



HUERTA LOS CAÑOS

Ecologic Premium

Picual Variety

500 ml Glass

6 Units per Box

MONVA

ECOLOGIC PICUAL VARIETY

Its farmhouse and cooperative is
located in the foothills of the natural
area of Sierra Mágina (Jaén) with an
extension of more than 650 Hectares.

LOCATION

AWARDS

GOLD AWARD, International
COmpetition of Milán Olive Oil Award

Intense fruity oil with green tones,
fresh and deep in nuances,
highlighting freshly cut grass on the
nose. An excellent oil focused on
sustainability and biodiversity, ideal
for raw consumption in fresh and
herbaceous salads. Its job is to
maintain the flavor personality of
other ingredients, favoring and
enhancing the unification of flavors.



RECUÉRDAME
 

Early and Night Harvest

Picual variety with Royal
hints

500 ml Glass

6 Units per Box

We find an intense fruity oil, very
balanced, with hints of herbaceous
greens, connotations of apple and
green almond, in addition to a great
connotation of tomato and fresh fig
tree, giving a sweet, soft and fluid
sensation in the mouth, with very
different sensory characteristics,
since it is a superior oil harvested at
night and with an intense green
color, perfect for culinary use as a
dressing for flavors with a lot of
aroma due to its fruity and vegetal
notes (green leaf, grass and tomato,
alloza, touches of banana and
almond).
It is a Picual with notes of Royal that
softens the bitterness and spiciness,
but gives it more intensity of
sensations in the mouth.

PICUAL VARIETY WITH ROYAL HINTS

It has been offering an extra virgin
olive oil of extraordinary quality for
more than a century. Its delicate
product grows in the olive groves of
Sierra Cazorla and Campiña de Jaén.
Under their motto "quality is made
and born in the field", the olives are
harvested at their optimum ripeness
during the months of October and
November. 

LOCATION

NIGHT HARVEST



RECUÉRDAME

First Day Harvest (Early)

Picual variety with Royal
hints

500 ml Glass

12 Units per Box

We find an intense fruity oil, very
balanced, with hints of herbaceous
greens, connotations of apple and
green almond, plus a great
connotation of tomato and fresh fig
tree, giving a sweet, soft and fluid
sensation in the mouth, with very
different sensory characteristics, as it
is a superior oil collected at night and
with an intense green, perfect for a
culinary use that would serve as a
dressing for flavors with lots of aroma
for its fruity and vegetable notes.

It has been offering an extra virgin olive oil
of extraordinary quality for more than a
century. Its delicate product grows in the
olive groves of Sierra Cazorla and Campiña
de Jaén. 

LOCATION

PICUAL VARIETY WITH ROYAL HINTS

FIRST DAY HARVEST



SIETEMIL

Premium Early Harvest
October

Picual Variety

200 ml Glass

10 Units per Box

Sietemil was born with the objective of
obtaining and recognizing a product of the
highest quality and naturalness, the
category of Extra Virgin Olive Oil. If you are
not just any EVOO consumer and you are
looking for a quality approach, this is the
place for you.

LOCATION

Its characteristic flavor moves you into a
taste of fresh herbs, tomato and almond
with a spicy touch and a pleasant spiciness
in the mouth.

It is an ideal product and format for
dressing and drizzling raw products or
short cooking and without the need to use
large quantities such as salads, stir-fries,
toasts, dressings or sauces.

PREMIUM EARLY HARVEST PICUAL
VARIETY 

PREMIUM OCTOBER 200 ML



SIETEMIL

Premium Early Harvest
October

Picual Variety

500 ml Glass

6 Units per Box

Its characteristic flavor moves you into a
taste of fresh herbs, tomato and almond
with a spicy touch and a pleasant spiciness
in the mouth.

It is an ideal product and format for
dressing and drizzling raw products or
short cooking and without the need to use
large quantities such as salads, stir-fries,
toasts, dressings or sauces.

EARLY HARVEST PICUAL VARIETY 

Sietemil was born with the objective of
obtaining and recognizing a product of the
highest quality and naturalness, the
category of Extra Virgin Olive Oil. If you are
not just any EVOO consumer and you are
looking for a quality approach, this is the
place for you.

LOCATION

PREMIUM OCTOBER



SIETEMIL

Early Harvest
November

Picual Variety

500 ml Glass

6 Units per Box

The flavor is recognizable with herbaceous
touches, spicy flavor and mild bitterness
that make it an outstanding element of any
elaboration. It gathers the sensory and
organoleptic attributes of the early harvest
type.

Ideal for raw use or short cooking times.
Especially used in fruit salad dressings, cold
sauces, vegetable stir-fries and a good
grilled blue fish.

PICUAL VARIETY

Sietemil was born with the objective of
obtaining and recognizing a product of the
highest quality and naturalness, the
category of Extra Virgin Olive Oil. If you are
not just any EVOO consumer and you are
looking for a quality approach, this is your
place.

LOCATION

EARLY HARVEST



It is an oil with a bitter taste, where the
spiciness stands out notably over the
bitterness. The Picual variety has unique
characteristics that make it exquisite to the
palate.
It maintains fruity nuances in the mouth
such as apple, green banana, artichoke and
banana accompanied by a great complexity
of herbaceous aromas.

Ideal as the main element in dishes where
EVOO is the protagonist in toasts,
carpaccios, blue fish and salads. In addition,
it is an excellent oil to use both raw and
uncooked.

PICUAL VARIETY

A family business inherited generation after
generation and dedicated to the
production of the best liquid gold. A
traditional olive grove located in the heart
of the province of Jaén, in the Renaissance
city of Úbeda, a World Heritage Site.

LOCATION

SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Premium

Picual Variety

500 ml Glass (individual
box optional)

12 Units per Box 

PREMIUM



It is a fluid and sweet oil in the mouth,
where the spiciness stands out
slightly over the bitterness. The
Picolimón variety has unique
characteristics that make it exquisite
to the palate.

We can highlight nuances of green
grass, with notes of green apple,
artichoke and banana.

Ideal as a main ingredient in diets rich
in vegetables, fruits and legumes. An
excellent oil to accompany any dish
and to use both raw and in cooking.

PICOLIMON VARIETY

A family business inherited generation
after generation and dedicated to the
production of the best liquid gold. A
traditional olive grove located in the
heart of the province of Jaén, Úbeda, a
renaissance city, cultural heritage of
humanity.

LOCATION

SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Early harvest Premium

Pico Limon Variety

500 ml Glass (individual
box optional)

12 Units per Box

PICO LIMÓN



A silky, fresh and balanced flavor with
an intense fruity taste where the
apple flavor can be clearly
differentiated.

Ideal for pairing with intense flavors,
such as garlic, onion, bell pepper,
fresh salads, baked blue fish, and for
drizzling as a final ingredient over red
meats and traditional stews.

ARBEQUINA VARIETY

Among the lands that make up the
certification of origin of lower Aragon,
sited in Beltiche, a place where the
traditional cultivation of olive groves
dates back to the time of ancient
Rome dating back more than 500
years, possessing a unique ecosystem
and enjoying a diversity that
transcends borders.

LOCATION

BELOLEUM
ARBEQUINA PREMIUM

Premium

Arbequina Variety

250/500 ml Glass

12 Units per Box



It is an exclusive and peculiar oil that
surprises for its powerful fruity,
tomato flavor and almond notes. It
has clear notes of dried fruit and
exotic plants, enveloping in the
mouth and pleasant to the best
palates. Ideal for pairing with intense
flavors, such as garlic, onion, bell
pepper, fresh salads, baked blue fish,
and for sprinkling as a final ingredient
on red meats and traditional stews.

COUPAGE EMPELTRE &
ARBEQUINA

Certification of origin of Down Aragon
and sited in Beltiche, a place where
the traditional cultivation of olive
groves dates back to the time of
Ancient Rome dating back more than
500 years.

LOCATION

BELOLEUM
SELECTION

Selection Coupage
Premium

Coupage Empeltre and
Arbequina Variety 

250/500 ml Glass

12 Units per Box



Empeltre variety from the region of
Aragon, an exclusive and very peculiar
oil with a strong fruity flavor, tomato
and almond notes. It also provides a
balance between bitter and spicy,
accessible to any palate.

Ideal for pairing with intense flavors,
such as garlic, onion, bell pepper, fresh
salads, baked blue fish, and for
drizzling as a final ingredient on red
meats and traditional stews.

EMPELTRE VARIETY

Among the lands that make up the 
 certification of origin of lower Aragon,
sited in Beltiche, a place where the
traditional cultivation of olive groves
dates back to the time of ancient
Rome dating back more than 500
years, possessing a unique ecosystem
and enjoying a diversity that
transcends borders.

LOCATION

BELOLEUM
EMPELTRE PREMIUM

Premium

Empeltre Variety

250/500 ml Glass

12 Units per Box



EVOO with an intense and high fruity
of green and ripe olives. Broad in nose,
with an intense aroma of olive leaf,
ripe tomato, banana and almond.

This single variety of "marteña" has a
very smooth and clean entry in the
mouth, with a balanced spiciness and
bitterness. It has a pleasant
persistence.

Ideal for pairing with intense flavors,
such as garlic, onion, bell pepper,
fresh salads, baked blue fish, and for
sprinkling as a final ingredient on red
meats and traditional stews. 

PICUAL VARIETY

Tierras del Yeguas is not only Extra
Virgin Olive Oil, but it also tells the
story of a territory. A history of life
throughout the generations built by
nature by the hand of man. It is the
history of the red earth that
encompasses the region bathed by the
Yeguas River.

LOCATION

TIERRAS DEL
YEGUAS

ECOLOGIC - EARLY HARVEST

AWARDS
Bronze Medal in Packaging, London
International competition Bronze
Medal "Frutado verde", Mezquita
Awards

Ecologic & Early
Harvest

Picual Variety

500 ml handmade
ceramic

6 Units per Box



Intense fruity EVOO, with green, fresh
and pleasant sensations, with notes of
tomato fig, banana peel and almond.

Very fluid in the mouth, complex,
balanced and harmonious, rich in
floral nuances. It is obtained by
harvesting the picual variety at the
end of October, when the fruit is
greenish in color.

It is recommended for fish dishes such
as turbot, meats such as entrecote or
pasta with gruyer cheese.

PICUAL VARIETY

Verde Puro, located in the region of
Torredelcampo (Jaén) with an area of
230 hectares, was born from the
project of a young entrepreneur from
Jaén who is committed to the quality,
differentiation and innovation of an
extra virgin olive oil capable of
meeting all the demanding needs of
the market. 

LOCATION

VERDE PURO
PREMIUM

AWARDS

Gold Medal, Mezquita Award 
Prestige Gold, Terraolivo Competition

Early Harvest Premium

 Picual Variety

500 ml Glass

12 Units per Box



This Extra Virgin Olive Oil Picual
variety has the characteristic of having
a very smooth texture and a bitter,
slightly spicy flavor.

Ideal to use raw, salads, toasts,
vegetables or to pair any dish with a
good drizzle, as well as fresh tomato
salads with tuna belly.

 PICUAL VARIETY

Campos de Sanaa is the result of a
multidisciplinary team of experts who
have traveled a long road of work in
search of the perfect EVOO. 

The meticulousness, the taste for
detail and the effort to achieve
excellence definitely mark the
development of a range of products
that stand out for their ability to
delight the palates of our customers.

LOCATION

CAMPOS DE SANAA

Traditional Premium

Picual Variety

250/500 ml Screen
printed glass 

12 Units per Box

PREMIUM



The night harvesting at this point,
prior to the ripening of the fruit, and
its cold processing by mechanical
systems, make our Picual early harvest
extra virgin quality oil provide a set of
intense green olfactory sensations.

These are reminiscent of freshly cut
grass, with a characteristic bitter taste
and medium spiciness.

Combine it with all kinds of stews and
fresh vegetables to enjoy this early
Picual olive oil.

EARLY HARVEST PICUAL VARIETY

Campos de Sanaa is the result of a
multidisciplinary team of experts who
have traveled a long road of work in
search of the perfect EVOO. 

The meticulousness, the taste for
detail and the effort to achieve
excellence definitely mark the
development of a range of products
that stand out for their ability to
delight the palates of our customers.

LOCATION

CAMPOS DE SANAA

Early Harvest Premium

Picual Variety

500 ml Screen printed
glass

12 Units per Box 

PREMIUM



AOVE Hojiblanca variety given its
characteristic name and whitish color
that makes it one of our star varieties.

Regarding its flavor, it provides
aromatic green notes, from an intense
fruity, to that last spicy aftertaste,
making it one of the most versatile
EVOOs in the Mediterranean
gastronomy.

The exclusivity of the Hojiblanca
variety is a great opportunity to
elaborate and enjoy meats, creams,
stews, legume salads and pastries
with a very personal touch.

HOJIBLANCA VARIETY

Campos de Sanaa is the result of a
multidisciplinary team of experts who
have traveled a long road of work in
search of the perfect EVOO. 

The meticulousness, the taste for
detail and the effort to achieve
excellence definitely mark the
development of a range of products
that stand out for their ability to
delight the palates of our customers.

LOCATION

CAMPOS DE SANAA

Early Harvest Premium

Hojiblanca Variety

500 ml Screen printed
glass

12 Units per Box

PREMIUM



This blend is bottled upon request to
maintain its properties to the
maximum in stainless steel tanks with
controlled temperature and absence
of light.

We recommend this product for short
elaborations and cooking or even in
the absence of cooking, raw. Even so,
this product withstands high
temperatures to be used in frying,
although this 750ml format is not the
most suitable for this purpose.

COUPAGE PICUAL, HOJIBLANCA &
ARBEQUINA

LOCATION

CAMPOS DE SANAA
COUPAGE

Campos de Sanaa is the result of a
multidisciplinary team of experts who
have traveled a long road of work in
search of the perfect EVOO. 

The meticulousness, the taste for
detail and the effort to achieve
excellence definitely mark the
development of a range of products
that stand out for their ability to
delight the palates of our customers.

Traditional

Coupage Picual,
Hojiblanca & Arbequina

750 ml Glass

12 Units per Box



Intense fruity Extra Virgin Olive Oil
with a high percentage of green and
fresh aromas that encourages fresh
food. A flat flavor, with slight
spiciness and bitterness, ideal for
bread with tomato or salads. It
produces an intense texture in foods
that require these characteristics,
such as the marinade of a ceviche.

 PICUAL VARIETY

The area cultivated by our harvesters
amounts to about 2,500 hectares of
olive groves in Torredonjimeno (Jaén).

LOCATION

TESORO DE LA
CAMPIÑA

TRADITIONAL

Traditional Premium

Picual variety

250/500 ml Glass

12 Units per Box



It is an exquisite extra virgin olive oil
of picual variety fruity with slight
bitterness and spicy. Its balanced
composition results in an
incomparable flavor.

This Extra Virgin Olive Oil combines
perfectly with fish such as salmon and
cuttlefish. In addition, meats such as
ham and entrecote acquire a unique
flavor with a touch of this EVOO.

PICUAL VARIETY

Oro Virgen "Virgin Gold" team has
been offering us an extra virgin olive
oil of extraordinary quality for more
than a century. Its delicate product
grows in the olive groves of Sierra
Cazorla and Campiña de Jaén.

LOCATION

ORO VIRGEN 
FAMILIAR RESERVATION

Traditional Olive Oil
Limited Edition

Picual Variety

500 ml Screen printed
glass

12 Units per Box



It is an exquisite extra virgin olive oil
of picual variety fruity with slight
bitterness and spicy. Its balanced
composition results in an
incomparable flavor.

This Extra Virgin Olive Oil combines
perfectly with fish such as salmon and
cuttlefish. In addition, meats such as
ham and entrecote acquire a unique
flavor with a touch of this EVOO.

Oro Virgen "Virgin Gold" team has
been offering us an extra virgin olive
oil of extraordinary quality for more
than a century. Its delicate product
grows in the olive groves of Sierra
Cazorla and Campiña de Jaén.

LOCATION

ORO VIRGEN 
GIRAFFE

Traditional Olive Oil

Picual Variety

500 ml Glass

6 Units per Box

PICUAL VARIETY



It is an exquisite extra virgin olive oil
of picual variety fruity with slight
bitterness and spicy. Its balanced
composition results in an
incomparable flavor.

This Extra Virgin Olive Oil combines
perfectly with fish such as salmon and
cuttlefish. In addition, meats such as
ham and entrecote acquire a unique
flavor with a touch of this EVOO.

PICUAL VARIETY

Oro Virgen "Virgin Gold" team has
been offering us an extra virgin olive
oil of extraordinary quality for more
than a century. Its delicate product
grows in the olive groves of Sierra
Cazorla and Campiña de Jaén.

LOCATION

ORO VIRGEN 
DIAMOND

Traditional Olive Oil

Picual Variety

750 ml Glass

6 Units per Box



It is an exquisite extra virgin olive oil
of picual variety fruity with slight
bitterness and spicy. Its balanced
composition results in an
incomparable flavor.

This Extra Virgin Olive Oil combines
perfectly with fish such as salmon and
cuttlefish. In addition, meats such as
ham and entrecote acquire a unique
flavor with a touch of this EVOO.

PICUAL VARIETY

Oro Virgen "Virgin Gold" team has
been offering us an extra virgin olive
oil of extraordinary quality for more
than a century. Its delicate product
grows in the olive groves of Sierra
Cazorla and Campiña de Jaén.

LOCATION

ORO VIRGEN
ANFORA

Traditional Premium

Picual Variety

 1 L - Glass with support

6 Units per Box
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